
This famous multinational University chose Concur to 
provide a modern and efficient automated system to 
streamline processes and reduce administration and 
number of touches.

About University of Nottingham
Nottingham’s first civic college was opened in the city centre in 1881. In 1948 
the college was awarded the Royal Charter and became The University 
of Nottingham, thus able to award degrees in its own name. Today, the 
University is one of the UK’s largest with students from over 100 countries 
and campuses in the UK, China and Malaysia. The University of Nottingham 
is ranked in the UK and European top 30 and in the top 1% of all  
universities worldwide.  

Company Name
University of Nottingham  

Solutions
Concur® Travel & Expense

Industry
Higher Education

Company Size
7,500 employees (UK)

Location
Nottingham

Why Concur?
• System sophistication

• Industry recommendation

• Adaptability

• Compliance with Freedom  
of Information Act and HMRC

• Significant cost-per- 
booking savings

Concur’s Travel & Expense offers  
The University of Nottingham a higher 
degree of flexibility and efficiency

“Concur’s automated expense product 
provided the ‘giant leap’ forward we needed 
to make. Our claims system is now simple, 
fast and intuitive, and users can ‘self-select’ 
cost-effective travel opportunities to save 
time and money at every level.”
Jeannette Harrison, Travel and Expenses Services Manager

The challenges: before automation
The University of Nottingham is a part private-funded organisation with 
charitable status that has a substantial yearly travel and expenses operation 
with some 7,500 UK employees, 30% of whom are regular claimants. The 
claims, moreover, are complicated by the fact that much of the travel is 
worldwide to seminars, symposiums and conferences, in many locations, 
making auditing and reconciliation of expenses even more daunting. The 
University deployed (and still uses) AirPlus credit cards and American 
Express Business Travel but still had no reliable expenses reporting method. 
Frustratingly, users often felt they could get better travel and hotels deals if 
they simply booked such requirements themselves – which also saved on 
booking fees. 



Choosing Concur
The University of Nottingham’s Jeannette Harrison 
is a travel management specialist and holder of the 
prestigious Travel Buyer of the Year in 2012. Her 
proposals led to the University moving to an automated 
expenses system in line with its increasingly complex 
travel and expenses requirements. As part of the 
O.J.E.U.* outsourcing requirements, Concur tendered 
for the contract along with a number of other expenses 
solutions providers and it was chosen to implement its 
Travel & Expense product in mid-2010.  

Process & results
Concur Travel & Expense was trialled during the 
summer of 2010 and piloted by one of the University’s 
largest Faculties (the Faculty of Engineering) in real 
time. For the full roll out, expenses were divided into 
three categories to make the system more manageable: 
number of users, values of claims and type of faculty. 
This full roll out was undertaken over six months. 
Implementation was carried out with the help of a 
Concur set-up team to overcome any issues and has 
been running ever since.  

The results have brought significant savings and 
pointed up some interesting perspectives on expense 
management per se. An independent finding by The 
Aberdeen Research Group* undertaken in the United 
States had found that booking transaction costs were 
reduced by 100% when using an automated system 
instead of a manual one. Similarly, the cost of expenses 
reporting through an automated system could reduce 
manual reporting costs by approximately 40%. These 
findings are something which have been largely 
borne out by the University, whose transaction costs 
are now greatly reduced by users booking their own 
arrangements and getting the best ‘early booker’  
deals available.  

“As well as its sophistication and adaptability, Concur’s Travel & 
Expense automated system was also swift to implement.” 
Jeannette Harrison, Travel and Expenses Services Manager 

A further interesting aspect of the way the University 
does things is that whilst it does seek prior authorisation 
from users, it does so with the user obtaining budget 
holder approval in principle prior to booking. The user 
has the authority, via their terms of employment, to 
book such arrangements ‘reasonably’ for themselves, 
with official sign-off coming after the arrangements 
have been made. This seems to work very well for the 
University and actually saves money, as the user is 
able to use their own judgement to gain the best travel 
and accommodation deals. Further benefits are that 
the automated expense system makes pre-loading 
company cards simpler and faster, with less error.

The future?
The University of Nottingham deploys Concur Travel  
& Expense across all of its main areas of operation  
in the UK and may look to consider its use in  
overseas facilities. 
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